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Since its emergence over two decades ago, process mining has flourished as a discipline, with numerous
contributions to its theory, widespread practical applications, and mature support by commercial tooling
environments. However, its potential for significant organisational impact is hampered by poor quality
event data. Process mining starts with the acquisition and preparation of event data coming from different
data sources. These are then transformed into event logs, consisting of process execution traces including
multiple events. In real-life scenarios, event logs suffer from significant data quality problems, which must be
recognised and effectively resolved for obtaining meaningful insights from process mining analysis. Despite
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discuss the emerging challenges related to process-data quality from both a research and practical point of
view. Additionally, we present a corresponding research agenda with key research directions.
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1 INTRODUCTION

In our era of data, great emphasis is placed on increasingly sophisticated techniques for data anal-
ysis. While this is undoubtedly important, it is imperative to ensure that the data used as input
by these techniques is of sufficient quality, otherwise the maxim garbage in, garbage out will rear
its ugly head. It could be argued that the focus on the development of analysis techniques has
overshadowed our attention to managing data quality properly. In this regard, it is for example
interesting to observe the relatively late emergence of data governance, which according to Ladley
– quoting himself in [36] – is “a required business capability if you want to get value from your
data”. Data quality is considered one of the dimensions of data governance and high-quality data
is sometimes defined as data that is “fit for purpose” [59].

In the field of process mining [55], which focuses on deriving process-related insights from
event log data, a similar situation is manifesting itself. Process data contains historical events
from process executions where each event, in its simplest form, refers to a case, an activity, a
point in time, and (optionally) a resource. Process data is different from other data as it has well-
defined semantics (e.g., cases and events and their relation), a well-formed structure (e.g., IEEE XES
log format), and it is subject to a temporal ordering (e.g., through timestamps). Although process
mining emerged as a field of research in the late 1990s, the topic of process-data quality began
to receive serious attention only from early 2010 onwards, with the work of people such as J. C.
Bose, Ronny Mans, and Wil van der Aalst (e.g., [9]). This is somewhat surprising given the typical
substantial problems with process-data quality in real-life event logs and the disproportionate
amount of time that is spent on resolving them [61]. While research in process-data quality has
made progress in the last decade, it still lags behind other developments in the field, presenting a
major obstacle to broader acceptance and application of process mining in practice.

In this paper, we identify the main challenges that need to be addressed in order to increase
the maturity of data quality assessment and improvement in process mining. Based on these chal-
lenges, we outline an associated research agenda for the field of process-data quality in the form
of key directions that should be followed by future research. We argue that realising this agenda
will be instrumental in advancing the field of process mining.

The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 provides general background on data quality and
process mining, while Section 3 specifically introduces the typical data quality issues in event logs
and contextualises data quality detection and repair within a general process mining framework.
The challenges are presented in Section 4, the future research directions in Section 5, and conclu-
sions are finally drawn in Section 6.

2 BACKGROUND

2.1 Data Quality and its Dimensions

Data quality is a long-standing and multifaceted concept that has been addressed in different con-
texts, including statistics [24], management [5], and computer science [60]. In the first decade of
the 2000s, data quality has been investigated with a focus on relational data, traditionally adopted
in Database Management Systems (DBMSs [7]). The reasons for this were the growing need to inte-
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grate information across disparate data sources and the tremendous impact of poor quality data on
data integration efforts. More recently, social networks and the Web have made other types of data
arising from linguistic and visual information ubiquitous, challenging researchers to investigate
how data quality concepts can be modified or extended to fit such data [6], e.g., semi-structured
texts, maps, images, linked open data, and so on.

To fully understand and characterize the data quality concept, researchers have identified a num-
ber of quality dimensions that capture specific facets of quality. The most commonly referenced
dimensions are accuracy, completeness, consistency, and reliability [7]:

• Accuracy focuses on the adherence of data to a given reality of interest.
• Completeness refers to the capability of representing all relevant aspects of the reality of

interest.
• Consistency refers to the capability of data to comply with all properties of the reality of

interest, as specified in terms of integrity constraints and business rules.
• Reliability measures if data can be trusted and used for making informed decisions.

A long list of additional dimensions of data quality can be defined – some examples include appro-
priateness, credibility, conformity, currency, relevance, and usability [6].

2.2 Process Mining

With the recent developments of the Internet of Things (IoT) and cloud-based technologies, mas-
sive amounts of data are generated by heterogeneous sources and stored through dedicated cloud
solutions. A broad spectrum of data science techniques is available to derive actionable business
insights from the recorded historical data. One such family of data analysis techniques is process
mining [55]. It encompasses several sub-disciplines, such as process discovery [4] concerned with
the discovery of process models from event data, conformance checking [14] concerned with align-
ment between logs and models or rules, deviance analysis [42] concerned with identifying why
certain process instances perform better or worse than others, performance analysis concerned
with metrics such as waiting times and throughput times [62], organisational mining [45, 50, 64]
concerned with patterns of collaboration among the (human) resources involved in the execution
of a process, concept drift [10] concerned with detecting model or rule changes over time, and pre-
dictive process monitoring [39] concerned with creating predictive models of process execution
based on historical data.

Process mining concentrates on the actual execution of processes, as reflected by the footprint
of reality logged by the information systems of an organisation. The main input of process mining
is an event log, which is analysed to extract insights and recurrent patterns about how processes
are executed. Event logs consist of traces. A trace consists of the sequence of events logged during
the execution of an individual instance of a process, i.e., a process case. Irrespective of the type of
process mining analysis undertaken, events are related to a particular step in a process. Each event
is minimally characterised by a case identifier, which informs the case to which the event relates,
an activity label describing the related action, and a timestamp describing when the event occurred.
Many types of process mining analysis (e.g., organisational mining) require that the log contains
relevant supporting attributes. For instance, it is only possible to discover the social network of
resources contributing to the process if event data is enriched with resource information. Figure 1
shows a hospital log fragment comprising patient visits, treatment, and personal details.

To enable the exchange of event logs between different information systems, the process mining
community has developed an interchange standard that defines the structure and general contents
of event logs. Since 2016, the official IEEE standard for storing and analysing event logs is XES1

1https://xes-standard.org/
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Fig. 1. Fragment of a hospital event log.

(eXtensible Event Stream). But log formats evolve over time when new insights emerge. A notable
example is the recent object-centric paradigm for event logs [56].

3 DATA QUALITY IN PROCESS MINING

Section 3.1 presents the typical data quality issues in event logs, while Section 3.2 introduces a
general process mining framework within which we position the research challenges that are
discussed in Section 4.

3.1 Data Quality Issues in Event Logs

Process mining techniques crucially rely on historical data as the single source of truth. Input data
of low and dubious quality poses significant hurdles not only to successfully translating historical
data into business value, but even simply to applying process mining techniques in the first place.
Early work in the area of process-data quality raised awareness of this issue, introducing various
levels of quality of event logs [54] and manifestations of typical quality problems [9]. The latter
work highlighted problems specific to process mining, but only at a fairly high level of abstraction.
The chronic and profound data quality problems of event logs encountered in real-life situations
resulted in a more systematic and in-depth approach to the detection and repair of data quality
problems in event logs through the introduction of the so-called event log imperfection patterns [51].

Patterns have proven to be a powerful mechanism to address problems that are not well-defined.
For example, the workflow patterns [57] provided an indication of the kind of control-flow depen-
dencies one may need to capture when specifying workflows. This occurred at a time when there
was no consensus around these needs and there was a surfeit of languages and tools. Patterns
provide an abstraction that is independent of any technological solution and they introduce a
terminology that facilitates discussion around problems and their solutions. Patterns have also
proven to be an excellent starting point for tool development. The event log imperfection patterns
exemplify the aforementioned benefits. They consist of 11 patterns that each name and define a
specific data quality problem that can be observed in event data. Ways of detecting these problems
are captured as well as possible repair mechanisms and potential side effects of these repairs.
Pattern collections can never be argued to be complete, but they provide a framework that makes
addition over time of new patterns, based on new insights, easier.
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Fig. 2. An illustrated example of how data quality issues can be detected and repaired prior to the analysis

phase to increase the accuracy of insights.

Figure 2 depicts three examples of how the occurrence of a particular event log imperfection
pattern can be detected and (automatically) cleaned such that the final analysis is of high(er)
quality. In the first example, we can detect the issue of a distorted label where a resource (i.e.,
Andrews, R) is referred to in several ways in an event log. Using the cleaned event log (i.e.,
the resource R. Andrews is unified) instead of the original event log, the analysis can correctly
answer a compliance related question about this resource. In this example, the analysis detected
that R.Andrews is not authorised to perform Activity B. In the second example, we depict a
well-known example of an inadvertent time travel scenario where a wrong temporal order was
recorded in an event log. In this case, the log seems to indicate that case #2 arrives at the hospital
before s/he is in an accident. Again, without first detecting and cleaning such temporal issues in
a log, the time-based performance analysis will be inaccurate. The third example shows a case of
polluted activity labels in an event log. Without cleaning the log first, the process mining analysis
will discover an incorrect process model (the bottom one) rather than the top one. All these three
examples combined highlight the diversity of data quality issues and the importance of detecting
and cleaning data quality issues to ensure accurate process mining insights.

Recent research has highlighted that process-data quality problems are best understood in
the context of three worlds and the interactions among them [22]: the personal world (e.g.,
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Fig. 3. A view on future treatment of data quality problems in process mining.

capturing people’s habits and idiosyncrasies), the social world (e.g., capturing organisational
rules and conventions), and the material world (e.g., capturing systems and their interfaces
and configurations). For example, an organisational incentive (social world) may cause people
to take spurious action – e.g., imagine that a premium is placed on client interaction – or a
free-text field in an interface (material world) may result in a wide range of names for the
same action. It has been documented how specific issues in, and interactions between, the three
worlds may result in specific event log imperfections [2]. This highlights how important it is to
have a deep understanding of the business context in which process mining takes place. It also
provides a first insight into how data quality problems can be prevented or mitigated in the first
place.

3.2 A General Process Mining Framework

There exist several process mining methodologies to guide the execution of process mining
projects (e.g., the staged approach described in [55] or the PM2 methodology [58]). Any process
mining approach, at its core, typically involves a process-data extraction and a cleaning phase,
before an analysis can be conducted, and the results reported to the stakeholders. The event log
extraction and cleaning phases have not yet been integrated or are not yet well-supported by ex-
isting commercial process mining tools. The success of these two activities is therefore largely
determined by the experience of the analysts involved. It is well-known that the process data
extraction and cleaning tasks (a.k.a. pre-processing) take a significant amount of time and their ef-
fectiveness has a significant impact on the ultimate outcome of process mining analysis. A recent
survey of 289 process mining users across the four roles of practitioners, researchers, software
vendors, and end-users further highlights the need for a systematic approach to process data pre-
processing [61]. The data pre-processing task is recognised to be one of the most time-consuming
aspects of a process mining project, with many projects spending 60-80% of their efforts on this
task, while some up to 90%.

Figure 3 provides a view on the treatment of data quality problems incorporating the various
stages mentioned earlier. The challenges of the subsequent section are organized in terms of this
treatment. Extraction of data is ideally driven by metrics (see, e.g., Andrews et al. [3] or Ziolkowski
et al. [65]) and its cleaning guided and performed automatically as much as possible. The analy-
sis should be methodologically guided and the artefacts created should be “quality-aware”, i.e.,
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their dependence on cleaning operations should be clear and how certain we can be about them.
Throughout the process, data quality problems are traced back to the organisation to help with
their prevention and mitigation.

4 CHALLENGES

In this section, we will postulate a number of challenges that need to be addressed to advance
the area of process-data quality. They will give rise to a number of future directions for the field
(discussed in the subsequent section).

Challenge 1. How do we methodically assess that the right data is being collected for the
organisational needs? �

The collection of the ‘right’ data depends on the objectives of the analysis. Thus, it has to be
assessed if the data is right to find the answers needed for the objectives one has in mind within
the time frame. Considering the objectives, the choice of data depends on three central questions:
(1) What is the goal or the purpose of the analysis? (2) What types of data are planned to be gathered
and (3) What methods and procedures will be used to collect, store, and process the information?
However, as highlighted by [53], it may not be known what data is relevant for answering a certain
question until after some initial data analysis has been conducted. It turns out that data analysis
can be needed for determining what data should be gathered, and relying on partial data that has
been gathered may miss relevant information. For example, the delay in delivery may be associated
with the shipping company involved, but if this data has not been included in an event log (e.g., in
the Order Management Log, available at https://ocel-standard.org/) it cannot be revealed. Facing
this challenge, it has been suggested that multiple data sources can be used in combination with
the event log (e.g., database records, database transaction log [53] or as a direct replacement of the
log [19]). Additionally, objectives can change over time. This means that the initial objective of the
analysis could change and other objectives could become more relevant. For example, an initial
objective may be concerned with finding bottlenecks in a process, but it could also be interesting
to make predictions and forecasts during the analysis. In this sense, this challenge would require
flexibility in adding or removing information sources that complement the information available
in a log, and the methods for assessing the relevance of features (or attributes) for a given analysis
task.

Considering the time frame, since processes can change over time, it might be useful to iden-
tify concept drifts [1, 10]. Then, depending on the objective of the analysis, irrelevant data that
concerns the obsolete behavior, can be removed in order to get (more) meaningful results.

Challenge 2. How can process-data quality problems be prevented or, if that is not possible,
mitigated? �

It seems evident that it is preferable to prevent process-data quality problems from occurring in
the first place than detecting and repairing them subsequently. If these cannot be fully prevented
altogether, then at least it would be desirable to mitigate them as much as possible. In the context
of collecting process data to monitor process performance indicators, Cappiello et al. [13] distin-
guish between improving the quality of event logs already collected and modifying the process
execution systems to improve the quality of process data collected in the future. Regarding the
latter, some modifications may involve only individual systems, e.g., updating the configuration
of one system to log the data currently missing in a log, or of multiple systems, e.g., resolving
timestamp inconsistencies. However, mitigating process-data quality issues goes beyond updated
system configurations.
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In order for prevention and mitigation to be effective, the root causes of process-data quality
problems need to be understood. As mentioned already in Section 3, the Odigos framework [22]
shows how three worlds and their interactions – the social world (e.g., organisational policies),
the material world (e.g., computer interfaces), and the personal world (e.g., behavioural traits
of individuals) – can help explain why process-data quality problems emerge. The work has
been elaborated and initial links have been made between the framework and the event log
imperfection patterns [2]. This is a first attempt at a structured approach to root-cause anal-
ysis, but more work is needed to elaborate on possible root causes for the various patterns
and for emerging patterns. The personal world and its relation to data quality in particular
is ill-understood and it would be interesting to investigate how soft factors such as per-
sonal traits, external pressures (e.g., time), and group dynamics can influence process-data
quality.

Challenge 3. How can prevention and mitigation solutions be assessed in terms of their cost to
the organisation(s) involved? �

Preventing and mitigating process-data quality problems can be costly. For example, it may
involve changing computer interfaces, guiding people’s behaviour, or improving organisational
best practices. Organisational resources are not infinite and choices may need to be made as to
what measures to take to improve process-data quality. In order to do this optimally, it needs
to be understood how to assess the cost of various prevention and mitigation actions. This cost
may be financial (e.g., the implementation of a new computer system or the reconfiguration of an
existing one), but can also be psychological (e.g., lower morale as certain freedoms around data
entry and reporting have been taken away) or reputational (e.g., improved quality measures may
lead to increased trust by customers). To understand the full implications of a set of process-data
quality prevention and mitigation measures a cost model needs to be developed that can take both
quantitative and qualitative input into account.

By improving the quality of the insights obtained from process mining, process-data quality im-
provement actions also yield benefits to organisations. Depending on the domain, type of organisa-
tion, and relevant process mining use cases, certain improvement actions may be more beneficial
than others from an economic standpoint [32]. For instance, an action targeted at maximising the
accuracy of event timestamps may be optimal for bottleneck analysis, but it may be too costly if pro-
cess mining is used only for the discovery of high-level process maps. A cost model of process-data
quality improvement actions, therefore, may be extended into a cost-benefit model for identifying
optimal process-data improvement scenarios.

Challenge 4. How can data quality problems be minimised when extracting information from a
potentially diverse and heterogeneous collection of data sources? �

As data can come from multiple sources with some sources more reliable than others – e.g.,
patient data collected at the emergency department may be less reliable than patient data in medi-
care payment systems – it is essential to understand the origin of data quality problems. When
multiple attributes with similar concepts are available from different data sources, it is necessary
to assess the overall quality of an attribute before deciding to include it in the generation of an
event log. For instance, Andrews et al. [3] propose a technique to assess the suitability of vari-
ous columns in relational tables for inclusion in an event log. It may also be necessary to under-
take sanity checking of data values by cross-checking values from one source against the other.
For example, a patient’s gender can be recorded as male in one data source and as female in an-
other data source. Furthermore, it is possible to introduce new data quality challenges during the
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curation/transformation process - for example due to human errors (e.g., incorrect conversion of
date fields, incorrect duplication of attributes).

To improve the quality of input data, there is a need to keep track of where the data originated
from and how the data has been transformed. Several approaches exist to capture the provenance
of event log data. For instance, data quality annotations might be used that map event logs with
their current data quality, as described in [29]. In [29], data quality annotations at event, trace, and
log levels are proposed to track the data quality issues found in an event log and also to record
the extent of the repairs applied to the event log. Such metadata about data quality can assist in
undertaking quality-aware process mining. Another solution could be to rank event log attributes
according to their sensitivity from most to least impacted by quality issues and fix the issues based
on their relative importance.

Challenge 5. How can we monitor the occurrence of data-quality problems as new event log
data is being generated? How can we quickly detect the manifestation of a new type of problem
or the recurrence of well-known issues? �

Data problems can occur in different phases, e.g., during extraction or repair (see Figure 3) and
data monitoring aims to prevent data problems. Data monitoring checks the event log data against
quality rules, i.e., if the data still meets the quality. Data monitoring depends on the data quality
metrics for accuracy, completeness or how timely the data is. Data visualisation techniques also
allow to explore data in order to identify data that is incorrect, incomplete or irrelevant as event
log data. Appropriate metrics must be defined identifying changes in the data in time. How do we
know that the data cleaning pipeline works appropriately? How can we check that the right event
data is getting through? How do we keep track of event data uptime? How can we continually
validate the data cleaning pipeline?

Challenge 6. How is data provenance best addressed? In other words, how can we keep track of
the origins of data and how it has been transformed over time? �

Data provenance tells us how data was sourced and how it was transformed over time. In other
words, it provides us with the DNA of data [12]. It is imperative that we capture this information
in order to understand how a questionable data source may have affected data or how repairs may
have changed the nature of potential data quality issues [11]. A provenance scheme is needed
that records data sources and transformations to which data has been subjected. Such a scheme
needs to be conceptually clear, so that we may easily understand the various transformations,
and somewhat space efficient given the potentially large volumes of data affected. One way of
capturing provenance information is by using annotations. Data quality and data transformation
annotations have been considered by Goel et al. [29]. The authors demonstrate how consideration
of annotations in automated techniques can result in reliable insights. These may be considered an
alternative to recording full provenance and thus sacrifice more detailed insights into the history
of quality issues.

Challenge 7. Can we provide a precise characterisation of the typical process-data quality
problems that may occur in event logs? �

Process-data quality problems may take a variety of forms, but it certainly seems that a number
of them are frequently occurring and have particular relevance. Identifying and characterising
these issues and implementing appropriate detection and repair approaches can greatly enhance
the pre-processing of event logs. In particular, the use of event log imperfection patterns [51] is a
feasible and desirable approach to capturing process-data quality problems.
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Although the event log imperfection patterns have provided valuable insights into common
process-data quality problems, they are not exhaustive. New types of event data, such as sensor
data, may reveal additional patterns, as recently shown in [8], a study describing six specific pat-
terns of poor sensor data quality leading to event log data quality issues. Similarly, other sources
of event data, such as unstructured text and images, may offer opportunities to identify novel pat-
terns. Furthermore, changes in event log formats, such as the object-centric approach [56], may
also give rise to new patterns. Moreover, domain-specific data quality patterns may exist, which
may require context-aware repair algorithms that rely on business logic rules. Recent research
on data imperfection patterns in digital health systems has demonstrated this, where six common
data imperfection patterns and their root causes were described [30]. To develop appropriate pre-
vention and mitigation strategies, it is crucial to first characterise typical data quality problems at
a higher level of abstraction and for specific domains.

Challenge 8. Given that domain expertise may be pivotal in solving certain types of qual-
ity problems, how can domain experts be best engaged to help with process-data quality
improvement? �

Given the complexity of some domains, it is not realistic to expect that automated approaches
for detecting and/or solving certain process-data quality problems will yield fully satisfactory re-
sults. Consistent with the “human-in-the-loop” debate in artificial intelligence, it is clear that the
involvement of one or more experts can significantly improve the results. Domain experts tend
to have extensive contextual knowledge, which for instance enables them to assess whether a
potential data quality issue is indeed problematic. This highlights the need for developing novel
approaches in which the domain expert interactively detects and/or rectifies process-data quality
issues [40, 41]. One approach to involve domain experts is gamification, which has been trialled
within the context of activity label correction [47]. But there are several remaining issues to be ad-
dressed, such as how to design the right type of game for a given process-data quality problem for
a certain domain. Other than gamification and crowdsourcing there may be other ways to system-
atically and effectively involve domain experts, but such approaches must take their limited time
into account as well as, typically, their unfamiliarity with technical aspects of data cleaning and
preparation. Hence, future approaches should be accessible for experts with potentially limited
data skills and intelligence such that they only request minimal input to algorithmically identify
and/or rectify a broader class of data quality issues. Also, approaches should be studied where
domain knowledge is injected in machine learning-based data cleaning as suggested in [34]. At
what stage should human interaction be sought and to resolve what kinds of issues?

Challenge 9. How can process-data quality problems be detected and repaired, preferably
automatically as much as possible? �

Detection and repair of process-data quality problems are essential tasks of data cleaning.
Particularly, manually detecting and repairing process-data quality problems can be both time-
consuming and error-prone. While human judgement (see Challenge 8) should ideally be used
for resolving complex and subjective problems where domain knowledge is necessary, a mixed
approach is recommended for resolving process-data quality issues. This also involves automat-
ically detecting and repairing issues that can be identified without requiring human intervention.
Various techniques have been identified from different fields such as statistics (e.g., [21]), machine
learning (e.g., [1, 34, 43]), data mining (e.g., [48]), automata theory (e.g., [16]), and integer linear
programming (e.g., [17, 20]), to deal with process data-quality problems. A link between visual
analytics and process mining in terms of the importance of data quality for both was suggested
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by Gschwandtner [31], though not elaborated upon. The work by Lu et al. [38], though not
specifically focused on data quality, demonstrates the potential of visual techniques for pattern
detection in event logs. In short, there are a rich set of techniques from a variety of fields that
can be used and adapted for process-data quality detection and repair with a minimum of human
involvement. It should be noted that coverage of not only the event log imperfection patterns
would be desirable but also emerging patterns. In addition, it cannot be expected that patterns will
have perfect solutions that work under all circumstances. Each pattern will require a collection
of approaches for detection and repair that may be more or less suitable depending on log char-
acteristics (e.g., time granularity, availability of certain attributes) or availability of other input
(e.g., ontologies).

Challenge 10. How do we deal with process-data quality problems that are practically
intractable? �

Intractable process-data quality problems refer to intolerable defects in an event log that are
inherently unsolvable using traditional data cleaning and pre-processing approaches. Such issues
may manifest if the event log results from (manual) data entry activities performed by employees
keeping track of process events with (for example) Excel sheets. Employees may accidentally en-
ter data into the wrong field or use different labels to represent the same concept (e.g., activities,
resources, etc.) in distinct log traces. Employees may also be distracted and make quick correc-
tions, leading to further errors that render impossible the use of data matching and record linkage
technologies [33]. Acknowledging the potential limitations caused by such issues and minimising
their impact on the analysis is crucial. Data governance procedures can be implemented to pre-
vent such mistakes from occurring in the first place, including appropriate training sessions for
employees. In some cases, validating forms in real-time using specific lists to restrict what employ-
ees are allowed to input may be necessary to (partially) address the problem. Another challenge
is to factor in at an early stage what limitations such problems will impose on the application of
process mining techniques.

Challenge 11. How can process-data quality problems that have been detected be best repaired?
And how can these repairs be characterised at a suitable level of abstraction? �

There may be multiple approaches to repair process-data quality problems once they are iden-
tified. Which one to choose may depend on a variety of factors and guidance is ideally provided.
For example, log or process characteristics may guide the choice for specific repairs. The order
of repairs will also need to be considered as repairing one problem may have consequences for
other identified problems. Repairs should be characterised at a suitable level of abstraction so that
it can be understood which problems they aim to tackle. This will help with understanding the fun-
damental problems of the event log (which can be beneficial for future root-cause analysis) and
may help with future treatment of similar event logs. A proper characterisation of repairs may also
help their specification, for instance when specifying provenance meta-data in repaired event logs.
It will also facilitate comparing repairs of different logs and, possibly, mining repair information
collected from several logs to learn the features of effective repair actions.

Challenge 12. How can we determine that data has become obsolete and no longer needs to be
cleansed? �

Generally, the relevance of data may diminish over time. In this way, data becomes less relevant,
maybe even become irrelevant or no longer accurate. Obsolete data could also be data that is no
longer used by the organisation. The relevance of data depends on what goal or purpose one tries
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to achieve. It is possible that the data is not currently relevant but could become relevant again in
the future. Outdated data is a problem when making decisions based on that data. The classification
of data into obsolete data depends on which questions need to be answered in the present and in
the future. That means that data cleaning efforts do not need to be expended on obsolete data. The
challenge arises as to how to recognise which data should still be taken into account for analysis
purposes, which data can be safely ignored, appropriately downplayed or even should be stored for
future purposes. Another challenge is that data does not become a data graveyard with repositories
of unused data. Solutions to this challenge may require a systematic way of aligning decisions with
organisational analytical needs, the design of a taxonomy of data understanding what data is used
and needed for which purpose and how to factor in data that has diminished relevance but is not
completely irrelevant yet.

Challenge 13. How can we quantify the extent of various data quality problems in an event log?
Can metrics be developed that help quantify such problems meaningfully? Can visualisations
help pinpoint these problems? And if so, how? �

Once process-data quality problems have been detected, their nature and their extent need to be
communicated to analysts and in some cases to stakeholders as well. This communication should
serve several purposes: first, to form a basis for cleaning and repairing the data – both assessing
the need for such actions and indicating what kind of repair operations are needed and where;
second, to assess the feasibility of the intended analysis; and third, to assess possible implications
on the reliability of the analysis.

Characterising the extent of data quality problems can be achieved through the definition of
appropriate quality dimensions and related metrics. Preliminary work in this space has been done
in the area of event log generation [3], but in order to fully cater for the substantial variety of
process-data quality problems, additional metrics, relating to the different quality dimensions [63]
are needed. These metrics can largely serve to quantify the extent of the problems in an event
log. Assessment of the feasibility of the intended analysis may refer to quality metrics attached
to certain attributes (e.g., granularity level of timestamps [25]). Assessment of the implications on
the reliability of the analysis may lead to probabilistic process mining [44]. To form an actionable
basis for cleaning and repairing operations, the communicated information needs not only be
comprehensive, but also somewhat intuitive. Often, metrics may not suffice for truly understanding
the nature and extent of some process-data quality problems. For this, appropriate visualisations
need to be developed. This may be quite complex. Consider, for example, the visualisation of the
manifestation of occurrences of the Scattered Event [51] pattern, where each occurrence may affect
multiple columns and rows and the relationships between the attributes affected are not always
straightforward.

Furthermore, how do we deal with quality problems that interfere with each other? It may be the
case that certain problems only manifest when other problems have been resolved. For example,
after the resolution of Scattered Events, synonyms that were previously hidden in text attributes
suddenly come to the fore. To address this, quality metrics and visualisations should be dynamically
adjusted as problems are resolved and ideally there is guidance which ones to tackle first.

Challenge 14. Which dimensions of data quality are particularly important for process mining?
Are certain dimensions more important for specific subareas of process mining? �

The framework of Bose et al. [9] states that missing data, incorrect data, imprecise data,
and irrelevant data, affect the quality of an event log. Although these issues concern event log
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entries,2 they have a different impact on process mining results. For example, the timestamp is an
essential construct of process mining. Missing and incorrect timestamps have a significant impact
on the outcomes of process mining. However, when discovering a process model, timestamps
must be accurate only to the extent that a correct order of events in a log is established [40].
On the other hand, a missing resource, for example, is less significant for process discovery
than for process enhancement. Basically, the meaning of an event log quality issue depends on
the objective and the application area of process mining (e.g., process discovery, conformance
checking, process performance analysis, deviance analysis, drift analysis).

Published research in the field tends to focus on event log data quality in general or, often implic-
itly, considers the issue of event log quality only in the context of process discovery [3, 27]. When
considering data quality more broadly, additional dimensions have an impact on it. For example,
accuracy – in terms of the degree that event data reflects reality – also plays a role. Depending on
the objective, the dimensions have different significance for different types of process mining.

Challenge 15. How can we best show how process-data quality issues may have impacted
analytical outcomes? �

The impact of process-data quality issues should be documented and shown effectively to the
stakeholders of process mining analysis. This can facilitate understanding the repairs that are
needed and prioritising them based on their impact on the results. One way to show the impact
of data quality issues on analytical outcomes is to perform a sensitivity analysis, where different
levels of data quality are simulated and the impact on the analysis is measured. Another approach
could be to compare results obtained from a “clean” event log to those obtained from a log known to
have quality issues. This way the impact of these issues can be clearly demonstrated. Additionally,
a root-cause analysis may be conducted. This involves identifying and investigating the specific
issues that led to the poor data quality, and then demonstrating the impact of those issues on
the analytical results. Another approach is to create control groups with known good data and
compare the results of the analysis with the control group results, which would help to identify
any significant differences caused by poor data quality. Finally, documenting and describing the
data quality issues and their potential impact using visualisations such as charts or graphs to
illustrate the impact can also be an effective way to convey the message.

5 RESEARCH AGENDA AND FUTURE WORK

In this section, we focus on where we believe the field of process-data quality should be heading.
We will present a few of the key directions that will move the field forward in the years to come
and argue why we believe this to be the case.

Direction 1. The use of domain knowledge in solving process-data quality problems is essential
and should be facilitated. �
Related challenges: 2, 3, 4, 8, 9, 11, 12

Exploiting domain knowledge in the development of solutions to detect and repair process-data
quality issues will lead to superior solutions. Domain knowledge may serve many purposes, such
as helping to improve the accuracy of data (e.g., fixing labels and terminology issues) [47], as-
sisting in determining what features are relevant for inclusion in an event log [3], or preventing
future data quality issues through root-cause analysis [2]. Future research should consider how

2According to Bose et al. [9] (Table 1), imprecise data only applies to relationships (between events and the cases they belong

to), case attributes, position (of events in a case), activity names, timestamps, resources, and event attributes; and irrelevant

data only applies to cases and events.
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and when domain knowledge should be used. Regarding the “how” question, domain knowledge
may be required in algorithmic solutions with human-in-the-loop inputs, e.g., detection and repair
approaches that are trained based on the input of domain experts [1]. Developing visualisation
techniques that assist humans in these tasks [31] is also an important part of this research di-
rection. Domain experts can be involved directly or indirectly. Directly involving domain experts
poses a challenge as their time is costly and limited [37, 49]. This can be addressed through gam-
ification [47] as well as crowdsourcing (see, e.g., [15]). An ontology, in its turn, provides a means
to access domain expert knowledge indirectly. Here the challenge lies in the creation of a high-
quality ontology. An incentive for domain experts to contribute high-quality knowledge is the
longer-term pay-off determined by the reusability of an ontology across process mining projects.
It has been shown that the use of gamification techniques can be beneficial to engage experts in
creating an ontology [46].

Regarding the “when” question, domain knowledge can clearly contribute to curating, inspect-
ing, and repairing an event log in preparation for process mining analysis. It may also become
crucial even before an event log is created, preventing data quality issues through a root-cause
analysis and identifying relevant features to be logged. Additionally, domain knowledge can con-
tribute to identifying the impacts of poor data quality when assessing the results after process
mining analysis.

Direction 2. Develop and investigate the implementation and effectiveness of process-data gov-
ernance, with a focus on ensuring that the necessary data for solving business problems is always
available and of high quality. �
Related challenges: 1, 2, 5, 12

To effectively answer the most pressing questions for the business, it is crucial to have access to
the appropriate data, which should always be easily accessible and of high quality. This principle
applies to process mining and process data, and a process-data governance framework has been
developed as a first step towards achieving this goal [28]. However, extensive validation of
this framework is still required in a variety of settings to ensure its effectiveness. Furthermore,
detailed methodological guidance and tool support are necessary to facilitate the operational-
isation of process-data governance. Eventually, synthetic data might also be beneficial for this
purpose [26, 66]. Generally, it has been shown that synthetic data not only provides a substitution
for real data, but can even enhance insight into domain-specific research. The challenge is to
generate synthetic data that is very close to what one could encounter in the real environment.

Direction 3. Guidance is essential when solving process-data quality problems. �
Related challenges: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 11, 14

Data quality problems can be overwhelming in scale and complexity. Stakeholders need to be
supported when they are trying to find such problems and when they are considering possible
repairs for problems identified. As an example, visual analytics is a field of study that helps analysts,
or stakeholders more generally, recognise issues that are noteworthy through visual means. This
makes visual analytics eminently suitable for stakeholder guidance when detecting and repairing
data quality problems.

Another form of guidance can be in the form of methodological support. As an example, the
stakeholders may need guidance to ensure that the right data is being collected for analysis
purposes. Furthermore, stakeholders can be given best practice guidelines to prevent and mitigate
data quality problems at source systems as well as a systematic way to undertake the data
correlation and pre-processing steps, e.g., taking quality considerations explicitly into account
while conducting a process mining project (see, e.g., the Signpost methodology [23]).
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Direction 4. Data cleaning should be able to handle a wide range of types of data and log formats.
�
Related challenges: 4, 7, 9, 11, 14

Benefits of object-centric multi-event logs over the standard “flat” XES logs have been high-
lighted by the process mining community [61] and data cleaning should be able to clean these
types of logs effectively. In addition, event logs may contain not only structured data but also un-
structured data, notably text, and multi-media data. Furthermore, new variants of event data, such
as sensor data, have their own unique characteristics that data cleaning techniques should be able
to handle [8]. Data cleaning should evolve to deal with this more complex type of data. Data clean-
ing also needs to account for a wide range of data quality dimensions and metrics to address the
huge variety of process-data quality problems. Moreover, data cleaning should leverage techniques
from different fields such as statistics, machine learning, and data mining to reduce the associated
time and to make it less error-prone.

Direction 5. The consequences of data cleaning should be quantified and scoped when presenting
process mining artefacts. �
Related challenges: 6, 15

Cleaning a log is not an exact science and implies making context-specific choices about data
elements that should be imputed, changed, or removed. It is important to realise that data cleaning
operations will impact the generated process mining outcomes. The more cleaning operations we
perform and the wider the scope of these operations, the more likely it is that we have affected the
final analysis results in some fundamental manner [35]. Rather than presenting the analysis results
as if they originated from the original log, it is imperative that the potential impact of cleaning
operations on process mining outcomes is properly quantified. This will allow stakeholders to
understand what the ramifications of the cleaning operations are and how carefully (various parts
of) the analysis should be interpreted and used. In this respect, process mining outcomes could,
e.g., take the form of confidence intervals or parts of process models can be marked such that it
becomes clear how much their presence depends on outliers in the log. This way, process mining
outcomes can be interpreted against the background of the data cleaning operations that have
been performed.

Direction 6. Maintaining provenance of process-data throughout the cleaning process is key. �
Related challenges: 6, 11, 15

In order to be able to fully understand the data that is ultimately subjected to analysis and the
analysis results, we need to understand the provenance of the data. When cleaning an event log,
in fact, we make choices in terms of what we clean and how we clean. This means that we need to
record all operations that have been performed on the data. How we can best keep track of these
operations is an open problem. And it is intriguing to think how we can exploit historic opera-
tions for the purpose of future data cleaning efforts. Can we learn that certain approaches work
better than others in a certain context? This requires insights into how well past cleaning opera-
tions worked, based on analyst and stakeholder feedback. Processes and the systems supporting
their execution may be modified to collect better process data in the future based on the insights
extracted from data provenance information.

Direction 7. Emphasis should shift from the detection and repair of process-data quality problems
to their prevention and mitigation. �
Related challenges: 2, 5

As argued in the context of the Odigos framework [2], process-data quality problems are reflec-
tions of the business context in which this data is created and updated. This context can be seen
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as three worlds – the material, personal, and social worlds – and their interactions. It has been
shown that well-known process-data quality problems can be traced back to these worlds and
their interactions [2]. This provides an opportunity to shift the problem of process-data quality
from detection and repair to prevention and mitigation as that tends to be more effective both in
terms of the cost involved and the level of quality achieved. Future research should investigate in
more depth how interactions in the three worlds may lead to process-data quality problems and
how these problems can best be prevented, and if not prevented altogether, how they can be best
mitigated. Note that this shifts the problem from a purely IT-problem to one that also involves
business considerations.

Direction 8. The whole lifecycle of data needs to be considered and monitored. �
Related challenges: 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 9, 12

It is helpful to think of data as being part of a lifecycle, from its creation, through to its storage
and analysis (there are many variations of data lifecycles in the literature, but see, e.g., the data
value chain described in Figure 1 of [52] or the one described in Figure 3.1 of [18]; note also that
Figure 3 contains part of such a lifecycle). The various stages of this lifecycle need to be supported
and particular emphasis needs to be placed on catching errors as soon as possible in this lifecycle
(as also stressed in Direction 7). Monitoring data throughout the lifecycle is important in order to
detect whether the quality of existing (types of) data is deteriorating or new problems are emerging.
New analysis needs give rise to new types of data having to be collected. This needs to be pickup up
sooner rather than later. New types of data may require an understanding of the data quality issues
the new data is subject to and may require the enhancement of existing techniques, or even the
introduction of new techniques, to resolve them. Techniques are to be developed that can detect
quality drift and help alert stakeholders to the reasons for this drift in terms understandable to
them. Overall, there is a need to be proactive in regard to the use of data rather than considering
data and its quality as an afterthought.

Direction 9. Repairs need to be specified at the right level of abstraction and also need to be
logged throughout the lifecycle of data. �
Related challenges: 6, 9, 11, 15

To better comprehend systematic issues related to the creation and manipulation of data, it
is essential to have a clear understanding of the repairs performed on the data. These repairs
should be specific at an appropriate level of abstraction to facilitate their interpretation, enabling
root cause analysis. Furthermore, repairs performed on certain data sets over time may help us
understand potential treatment of similar data sets. To ensure proper comprehension, the repairs
should be represented at a reasonably high level of abstraction. In principle, a mining exercise
can be conducted on all the repair operations that have been performed on data sets to analyse
the order of repairs, detect quality drifts, and understand the effectiveness of specific repair
approaches.

6 CONCLUSIONS

Process mining research historically has focused primarily on process-data analysis techniques, of-
ten neglecting the issue of the quality of the input data. Process-data quality, however, is recognised
as a crucial concern in real-life projects, where up to 90% can be spent on process-data extraction
and cleaning [61].

In this paper, we have identified the main challenges to be addressed to improve the matu-
rity of process-data quality management approaches. Based on the identified challenges, we
have proposed several key directions for future research in this field. These directions address
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managerial concerns, like designing data governance and data provenance policies, as well as
technical concerns, like incorporating the knowledge of domain experts effectively in repair
methods or improving process mining artefacts with data quality provenance.

We acknowledge that the proposed challenges and directions reflect the view of the authors and
have not been empirically validated. Nevertheless, we argue that their rationale is deeply grounded
in the recent literature on process-data quality. As researchers often involved in projects with
industry, we also witness the relevance of the identified challenges in our daily involvement in
process mining projects with practitioners. As such, we believe that the proposed challenges and
directions will help researchers identify crucial research avenues to pursue in the future, as well
as practitioners in identifying and possibly anticipating issues related to process-data quality in
their daily work.
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